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fresh digs
President Gary Ransdell extends his hand toward an attendee after a groundbreaking ceremony of WKU’s new Ogden Col-
lege Hall on Tuesday. The construction is projected to cost $32.2 million and will replace the Thompson Complex North Wing 
with an 80,000-square-foot, four-story building. NICK WAGNER/HERALD
BY DUSTIN SKIPWORTH
HERALD.NEWS@WKU.EDU
Secretary of State of Kentucky Alison 
Lundergan Grimes is visiting WKU on 
Thursday, to promote and discuss on-
line voter registration for students.
Grimes’ visit is part of a series of 
events aimed at promoting Kentucky’s 
new online registration system, GoVo-
teKY.com. Grimes said she hopes to 
see anyone who wishes to register at 
the event held in DSU 3020 at 5:30 p.m.
“I’m really excited to be bringing our 
GoVoteKY.com Tour to WKU on Thurs-
day, and I invite all students, faculty 
and community members to join us,” 
Grimes said in an email. “Over the past 
month, I have traveled across Kentucky 
to get the word out; online voter regis-
tration is here, and it’s a major success.”
Kentuckians can use the new regis-
tration site to register for the first time 
or update their registration record. 
There are also options for those par-
ticipating in a college or high school 
registration drive.
Voters input their Social Security 
number and date of birth into the sys-
tem that the Secretary of State’s office 
says is safe-guarded and encrypted. 
There are also systems to prevent in-
eligible people from registering.
Student Government Association 
President Jay Todd Richey said that he 
believes the Grimes’ visit and the new 
BY CARLY MATHEWS
HERALD.NEWS@WKU.EDU
The WKU Enactus Team will 
be heading to the 2016 Enac-
tus National Exposition after 
receiving honors this past 
weekend at the regional com-
petition in Atlanta.
Enactus is a global entre-
preneurship program and the 
world’s largest student organi-
zation. There are 1,500 teams 
worldwide with 500 in the 
United States.
WKU's team won a top-
three ranking by presenting 
their three distinct projects to 
a panel of 15 judges.
The presentation consisted 
of a 17 minute presentation 
with five minutes for a ques-
tion and answer portion.
The presentation team con-
sisted of Kendall Allen, Ryan 
Puckett, Adabella Nunez and 
Grant Shepherd, and they 
were sponsored by the 
Center for Entrepreneur-
ship and Innovation and the 
Gordon Ford College of Busi-
ness.
The team's projects consist-
ed of a change in the Kentucky 
state learner’s permit written 
exam to allow Burmese refu-
gees to hear a translation into 
their native language, the con-
nection of dental health stu-
dents to prospective patients 
to help lower the rates of den-
tal disease in Kentucky, and 
project Adelante.
Adelante helped empower 
Hispanic entrepreneurs in 
Bowling Green by offering 
consultations, marketing 
help and translation of a 26-
page business manual that is 
now being distributed across 
the state. The project has 
also helped create four new 
businesses and has enabled 
$125,000 in new payroll.
The projects are worked 
on by team members for the 
SEE GO VOTE KY PAGE A2
Secretary of 
State Grimes 
to visit WKU 
Thursday
Enactus team to compete in national competition
New science building construction offi  cially started
The Enactus team poses at the 2016 Enactus National Exposition Friday, April 1, after competing at 












WKU held a groundbreaking cer-
emony for the new Ogden College 
Hall on Tuesday morning, where uni-
versity and state officials spoke of the 
important work that has gone into the 
new building.
Ogden Hall, expected to open at the 
end of the fall 2017 semester, will re-
place the Thompson Complex North 
Wing. The new hall will be approxi-
mately 80,000 square feet and have 36 
new laboratories for science students. 
There will also be a 300-seat audito-
rium and a new dean’s suite for the 
Ogden College of Science and Engi-
neering.
WKU President Gary Ransdell spoke 
at the groundbreaking ceremony 
about the many years of planning that 
have gone into the new building. He 
said plans for a new science building 
were talked about since his arrival in 
1997, and he estimated that over $125 
million has gone into improving sci-
ence buildings since then. He also 
noted that WKU has invested almost 
$1 billion in capital investments for 
renovating and building on campus 
since his appointment.
“I’m proud of a lot of things over the 
last 19 years as WKU president, but
one of the things I’m most proud of is
the way in which we have rebuilt this
campus,” Ransdell said.
Kentucky Legislature Speaker Pro 
Tem Jody Richards also spoke at the
ceremony, talking about the excit-
ing things to come to WKU and the
Bowling Green community.
“When you think about the profes-
sors who are going to be here and dis-
seminate knowledge, it’s exciting be-
cause they will have a new place and
new equipment that will be so help-
ful,” Richards said. “For the students,
SEE OGDEN PAGE A2
SEE ENACTUS PAGE A2
It shows that our 
Secretary of State 
understands that 
young people are 25 
percent of the popu-
lation, but 100 per-
cent of our future.”
Jay Todd Richey
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Student employment program moves to Bowling Green
Guidelines for 10th president approved by SGA
BY SAMANTHA CLARK
HERALD.NEWS@WKU.EDU
The WKU Learn and Earn 
program is expanding its out-
reach to the Bowling Green 
campus in order to provide 
jobs for traditional and non-
traditional students.
The program is designed 
to help students find income 
and scholarships while meet-
ing the employment needs 
of companies, according to 
the program's website. Stu-
dents will be placed in differ-
ent businesses to work, and 
in return, the businesses will 
help pay for tuition and some 
scholarships.
“Learn and Earn is not a co-
op, internship or work-study; 
however, it is an innovative 
approach to helping students, 
businesses and the entire re-
gion,” Leslie Witty, Learn and 
Earn project manager, said.
The Learn and Earn pro-
gram has been several years in 
the making.
Learn and Earn was based 
on Metropolitan College, a 
“joint education-workforce-
economic development ini-
tiative among the University 
of Louisville (U of L), Jefferson 
Community & Technical Col-
lege (JCTC), Louisville Metro 
and State of Kentucky govern-
ments, and charter employer 
UPS,” according to the Metro-
politan College website.
The Learn and Earn pro-
gram is modeled after this 
postsecondary education and 
corporate partnership but on 
a more regional level.
A pilot Learn and Earn pro-
gram was started in Barren 
County at WKU's Glasgow 
campus in fall 2015 and has 
met with great success, ac-
cording to Sally Ray, regional 
chancellor at the Glasgow ex-
tended campus. The program 
will expand to the Bowling 
Green campus in August.
“In many ways, it’s a means 
to an end in that it helps to pay 
tuition,” Ray said.
Students not only get finan-
cial help but also get more ex-
perience in the workforce and 
some references for future jobs.
“The Learn and Earn pro-
gram has enabled me, a 
41-year-old nontraditional 
student with a family, to pur-
sue my dream of going back 
to college,” graduate student 
Thomas Bratcher said. “I 
couldn’t have remained a full-
time student at WKU without 
the Learn and Earn program.”
To participate, students ap-
ply for the program online, 
interview with Learn and Earn 
staff and complete soft skills 
training before being placed 
into an approved pool of can-
didates.
As positions become avail-
able, Learn and Earn staff will 
recommend qualified stu-
dents from the pool to busi-
ness partners for interviews 
based on their skills, interests 
and experience.  Candidates 
will then interview for posi-
tions with that business.
"WKU's Learn and Earn
program, beginning on their
Glasgow campus, is an out-
standing example of the pub-
lic and private sectors working
collaboratively to be a part of
the solution set for the region's
workforce challenge,” Dave
Tatum, the executive director
for the Kentucky Automotive
Industry Association, said. “It
is a win-win method for com-
panies to get access to a ready
pool of workers to supplement
existing strained workforce re-
sources. And at the same time,
it helps those students earn
much-needed money for the
cost of their education regard-
less of their career intent."
BY ELISABETH MOORE
HERALD.NEWS@WKU.EDU
A resolution naming WKU’s 
Student Government Asso-
ciation guidelines for the uni-
versity’s 10th president was 
passed with changes on Tues-
day night.
Resolution 2-16-S, authored 
by John Winstead and Jay 
Todd Richey, was approved by 
the Student Senate with some 
debate.
“I am, as you all know, a rep-
resentative on the Presidential 
Search Committee and, by 
virtue of that, I represent all 
20,000 students,” Richey said. 
“My job is to ask candidates 
for the 10th presidency WKU-
specific questions that I think 
are best for the student body. 
Everything that is in this reso-
lution, I believe, is what is best 
for the student body. I would 
ask these candidates ques-
tions based around these.”
During SGA’s meeting, stu-
dent speakers debated word-
ing in the ninth and 13th 
clauses from the resolution.
In the ninth clause, which 
pertained to sustainability 
and environmental concerns, 
there was debate over the 
phrase “every opportunity in 
charting the future trajectory 
of WKU with a goal of creat-
ing a zero emissions campus.” 
This phrase was amended to 
“every opportunity in charting 
the future trajectory of WKU 
with a goal to improve our 
AASHE (the Association for 
the Advancement of Sustain-
ability in Higher Education) 
STARS (Sustainability Track-
ing, Assessment and Rating 
System) silver rating to gold 
and ultimately to platinum 
and to maintain our position 
as a leader in the university 
sustainability department.”
In the 13th clause, which 
pertained to the 10th presi-
dent’s view of the Jonesville 
community, debate over men-
tion of reparations caused a 
change in the clause.
The phrase, “offer solutions 
for how reparations can be 
made,” was removed from the 
clause completely with a ma-
jority vote from the senate.
In this clause, student and 
senate speakers debated 
whether or not “reparations” 
was the correct term for the 
clause. It was then changed 
to the word “restitution” but 
ultimately omitted from the 
clause entirely.
The remaining clauses were 
kept in original form from 
other drafts. These included a 
clause about commitment to 
global awareness, inclusion 
and support of marginalized 
student communities and 
dedication to promoting di-
versity.
With the Campus Improve-
ments Committee’s report, 
Zach Jones announced the 
committee’s annual Campus 
Safety Walk on April 22. The 
safety walk will begin at 6:30 
p.m. in Centennial Mall.
With the Sustainability 
Committee’s report, Chelsea 
Faught announced an Earth 
Day Festival on April 22 from 
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
The senate also voted on 
the Student Government 
Awards, which consist of the 
Dero Downing Award, the 
Outstanding Senator award, 
the Outstanding Commit-
tee Member Award and the 
Charles A. Keown Award. The 
winners will be announced 
at the SGA’s 50th Anniversary 
banquet.
it’s a very exciting place for them because 
they will have a new, bright place to learn.”
Goshen junior Tony Piedmonte, bi-
ology major and Ogden Student Am-
bassador, spoke on behalf of students 
who will use the new Ogden Hall. Pied-
monte said he knew he wanted to be a 
scientist since he was in the first grade 
and has continued to study science 
throughout his life.
“While my experiments today are in 
much more sophisticated labs, and the 
classes I’m studying in are much more 
complicated, the joy I get from study-
ing science has never, ever changed,” 
Piedmonte said. “This new building, 
however, will bring significant change 
to the science and engineering pro-
grams here at WKU.”
Piedmonte also spoke of the qual-
ity of education he received through 
Ogden and how that will improve be-
cause of this new building.
“I’m very proud to know that the 
students coming after me will surpass 
the excellent education that I have re-
ceived here at Ogden College at WKU,” 
Piedmonte said.
The ceremony concluded with the 
lighting of a WKU logo on the ground 
where the new Ogden Hall will be built.
Senior Jonny Garcia of Nashville said 
although he will be graduating before 
the completion of the new building, 
he’s still excited for the new facility and 
the students who will have the oppor-
tunity to use it.
“I think it’s just an investment to con-
tinue the education of students here,” 
Garcia said. “This state-of-the-art facil-
ity will help make students successful.”
whole year and are judged on the sus-
tainable impact they have on the com-
munity or global level.
The faculty advisor for the WKU En-
actus Team, Krist Schell, says this year’s 
team has been wonderfully creative 
and hardworking, which shows in its 
success.
“It’s been such an honor to watch 
them progress and build their skills that 
will continue to help them in their fu-
ture entrepreneurial skills,” Schell said.
In addition to winning big at the 
competition, two team members were 
also offered full-time jobs by Wal-Mart.
“I think our reputation for dedication 
towards the Enactus mission was defi-
nitely a part of that,” Schell said.
The WKU team believes part of its 
success comes from its dedication to 
working as a team both on and off the 
competition stage.
“Most other teams work as individu-
als, and they go do their own thing once 
the presentation portion is over,” Kend-
all Allen, the team's chief executive of-
ficer, said. “We stay as a team the whole 
time, and I think it shows whenever 
we're presenting how in sync we all are.”
Not only does Enactus teach entrepre-
neurial and business skills, but for Allen, 
it has also been a safe place for her confi-
dence and a place to share her ideas.
“Enactus is a place where my ideas 
are heard and valued, and that's al-
lowed me to become more confident 
and outspoken,” Allen said. “The orga-
nization is a way for me and my team 
to empower the community and a way 
to serve and help others in a complete-
ly unique way.”
voter registration system are extremely 
important for Kentucky’s future.
“It shows that our Secretary of State 
understands that young people are 
25% of the population, but 100% of our 
future,” Richey said. “The new online 
voter registration initiative is a very 
positive step forward to expanding 
access to the ballot in Kentucky. Col-
lege students should absolutely know 
about it and use it.”
The registration site launched on March 
1, has apparently already been effective in 
Warren County. Warren County Clerk Ly-
nette Yates said that her office has seen a 
considerable increase in registration.
“We really like [registering voters] this 
way,” Yates said. “It helps us process 
everything more efficiently and keeps 
foot traffic away from the office.”
Students can use the site to register 
before the April 18 deadline to vote 
in the Kentucky Democratic primary 
election held on May 17. Democratic 
voters will decide between former Sec-








Due to a Herald error, there were multiple errors in the April 5 story 
regarding revisions to the 2015-2016 operating budget.
The article made a connection between the $1,464,500 and the 4.5 
percent cuts to state appropriation enacted by Gov. Matt Bevin. The re-
visions were actually in response to non-budgeted revenue increases.
The Herald regrets the error.
The College Heights Herald corrects all confi rmed errors that are 
brought to reporters’ or editors’ attention. Please call 745-6011 or 745-
5044 to report a correction or e-mail us at editor@wkuherald.com
Correction
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WKU to use reserve funds to cover executive order shortfall
BY EMMA COLLINS
HERALD.NEWS@WKU.EDU
In the wake of Gov. Matt 
Bevin’s executive order man-
dating that universities’ fund-
ing be cut immediately by 4.5 
percent, WKU must find a way 
to revise its current budget.
Bevin made his announce-
ment while the Senate and 
House remain locked in a 
gridlock regarding the state’s 
budget. They have been un-
able to reach a compromise 
with the House refusing to 
agree to the postsecondary 
education budget cuts. Both 
the Senate and Bevin insist the 
cuts are necessary.
“We decided to do the most 
equitable thing, which was to 
implement what needs to be 
done in order to take care of 
the obligations that the com-
monwealth has,” Bevin said 
during a press conference.
The funding will instead go 
to the pension system, which 
is underfunded by $38 billion.
Barbara Burch, faculty re-
gent and professor emerita, 
said the university will need to 
cut 4.5 percent of its budget: 
$3,359,200. She said the mon-
ey will most likely come from 
WKU’s reserve fund, which 
currently contains $3,488,660. 
Only $129,460 will be left in 
the reserve fund, and Burch 
said the money will need to be 
replaced.
On Monday afternoon, Presi-
dent Gary Ransdell released a 
statement confirming that ad-
ministrators would ask the Board 
of Regents for use of the reserve.
“Given the lateness in the fis-
cal year and the extraordinary 
circumstances that would be 
required of the campus to re-
duce campus operating bud-
gets that have already been 
obligated, we have decided 
that the best course of action 
is to seek approval at the April 
Board of Regents’ meeting to 
draw down the University Re-
serve Fund to carry us through 
the end of the fiscal year,” 
Ransdell said in the statement. 
Burch said the reserve fund 
is “good financial practice” 
and contains money that can 
be used to cover unexpected 
costs, and praised Ransdell’s 
decision to use money from 
the reserve fund.
“To come up with that kind 
of money on a minute’s notice 
is not easy, so that buys time to 
find some of the money else-
where to go back in the reserve 
fund,” Burch said.
Burch said in past years, 
WKU has cut as much of the 
budget as possible.
“You eventually have 
drained the well of options so 
dry that you’ve run out of plac-
es to cut,” Burch said.
Burch said she has seen oth-
er universities find new means 
of revenue in a variety of ways, 
and WKU has several options.
The university can cut sala-
ries of faculty and staff or let 
some employees go. There is 
also the option to close cer-
tain programs and services or 
reduce the number of sections 
offered for each class. How-
ever, Burch said tuition will 
probably take the largest hit.
“We have pushed our tuition 
rates just about as far as we can 
push them,” Burch said. “We 
are a comprehensive institu-
tion that serves our region and 
beyond, and we have some ob-
ligations for supporting Ken-
tuckians, and we have been 
forced to make the cost go up 
because the legislature and the 
state have cut support.”
Tamela Smith, manager of 
AV services, said increasing 
tuition, while not ideal, is an 
easy option.
“Unfortunately tuition is the 
easiest one to control or to go 
after,” Smith said.
Burch said WKU has seen 
large tuition increases in the 
past, beginning when the 
state cut a large portion of its 
universities’ funding in an at-
tempt to compensate for the 
2008 economic downfall.
The university as a whole 
was still able to increase its 
revenue despite the cuts.
“I think the legislative men-
tality, maybe the governor’s 
mentality too, is … ‘Look, we 
can just cut the universities, 
and they can find another way 
to make money,’” Burch said. 
“The only way they can make 
the money is on the backs of 
students, and we can just not 
keep putting that on the backs 
of students.”
Burch said she believes 
Ransdell will do what he can 
to prevent students from be-
ing greatly affected.
“I do think the president is 
committed to do everything 
he can to have the least effect 
on students and academic 
programs, but he can’t make 
money out of wishes; it has to 
be allocated,” Burch said.
In early February, the Stu-
dent Government Association 
passed a resolution request-
ing faculty and staff salaries be 
increased in the next budget. 
There has been no significant 
pay raise in several years.
Burch said inflation costs 
have outweighed any small in-
creases faculty and staff have 
received.
Since the governor’s execu-
tive order, Democrats in the 
House have challenged the le-
gality of Bevin’s actions.
Attorney General Andy Bes-
hear, a Democrat, said he 
plans to challenge the gover-
nor’s order. He claims Bevin 
does not have the power to 
pass such an order.
Burch said she is unsure 
about the legality of Bevin’s ac-
tions. The governor is allowed 
to make cuts to the executive 
budget without the legisla-
ture’s approval, but only dur-
ing emergencies.
“The question is, ‘Is this an 
emergency?’” Burch said.
While the state waits for the 
answer, universities must still 
plan ahead for potential cuts.
Smith said Ransdell, the bud-
get committee and Ann Mead, 
senior vice president for the 
Division of Finance and Ad-
ministration, have already dis-
cussed possible options.
“The university is definitely 
working on what they would 
do and how they would han-
dle this,” Smith said.
Burch said any cuts WKU 
makes will need to be made 
carefully. She said Ransdell 
indicated it would not be pos-
sible to make cuts across the 
board and take money from 
everyone.
“[They] will have to be 
more strategic in determin-
ing where the cuts are going to 
come from,” Burch said.
The next two weeks will be 
critical in determining the 
outcome of the budget. The 
legislative session is sched-
uled to end April 12. Accord-
ing to the state’s constitution, 
it can go no later than April 15.
“Our only hope and prayer is 
that somebody up in Frankfort 
gets a wake-up call,” Burch 
said, “and says, ‘It is important 
that we put money back in our 
pension system, but we can’t 
starve our higher education 
system in order to do it and 
expect them to make the con-
tribution to the state.’”
Director of Sponsored Programs resigns, interim director named
Groups invite WKU students to take on the challenge course at open house
BY MONICA KAST
HERALD.NEWS@WKU.EDU
The Director of the Office of 
Sponsored Programs, Nancy 
Parker, has resigned, and an 
interim director has been 
named in her place.
Parker’s last day at WKU was 
April 1, according to the Of-
fice of Research and Creativity. 
When contacted for comment, 
Parker said that she was “in 
the midst of relocating to San 
Francisco,” and was unable to 
comment further.
Cheryl Davis, a biology pro-
fessor, is currently serving as 
the interim associate provost 
for research and creative ac-
tivity in the Office of Research. 
Davis said that the Office of 
Sponsored Programs is con-
tained within the Office of 
Research, and when Parker 
resigned, she took the interim 
director position.
“On Sept. 1, I was named the 
interim associate provost for 
research and creative activity,” 
Davis said. “During this transi-
tion, I’ll also be serving as the 
interim director for the Office 
of Sponsored Programs.”
Davis said that Parker was 
relocating to San Francisco 
because her spouse took a job 
there, and that Parker was also 
seeking employment in San 
Francisco.
Davis also said that they 
hope to fill the position of di-
rector of sponsored programs 
sometime this summer.
“The plan would be to con-
duct a search using the nor-
mal channels to advertise a 
staff position,” Davis said. “We 
hope to search for someone 
this summer.”
According to their website, 
the Office of Sponsored Pro-
grams “encourages research, 
scholarly inquiry and creative 
activities by the faculty and 
staff through technically as-
sisting in the acquisition of ex-
tramural funding.” Davis said 
that, more simply, the role of 
the office is to “assist faculty 
and staff in acquiring research 
and grants.”
“The director oversees a staff 
of currently six people,” Davis 
said. “The director supervises
the staff and oversees the day
to day activities. They also
conduct workshops and train-
ing for faculty and staff.”
The director of sponsored
programs is also the person
that faculty and staff can con-
tact in regard to federal, state
and university policies for
grants and research. 
Davis said that she will con-
tinue to serve as a biology pro-
fessor and interim associate
provost for research and cre-
ativity at this time.
BY MONICA KAST
HERALD.NEWS@WKU.EDU
The staff of the WKU Chal-
lenge Course is trying to over-
come one of their own biggest 
obstacles this weekend; mak-
ing sure people know it exists.
Students and the commu-
nity are encouraged to attend 
the open house this weekend 
in order to become informed 
on what it has to offer.
According to the Challenge 
Course website, “The WKU 
Challenge Course provides a 
safe, fun and nurturing envi-
ronment for the WKU campus 
and surrounding community 
by delivering experiences that 
provide a sense of accom-
plishment and develop lead-
ership, communication, and 
problem-solving skills for in-
dividuals and groups.”
The course was originally 
opened in August 2008. Lo-
cated less than five miles from 
main campus, at the Univer-
sity Farm, many students do 
not know that the course ex-
ists unless they have taken 
one of the classes that visit the 
course.
Louisville junior Rebecca 
Woodburn first learned about 
the course when she was en-
rolled in REC235, or “Recre-
ation Activities,” during the fall 
semester of her sophomore 
year. The class, which involves 
camping and canoeing, took 
Woodburn and her classmates 
to the challenge course four 
times throughout the semes-
ter. “It’s not just about climb-
ing,” Woodburn said. “That’s a 
big part of it, but the challenge 
course’s main objective is to 
build positive group dynam-
ics, to learn about team work 
and to challenge yourself.”
Katie Hecker, a graduate as-
sistant with the Office of Intra-
mural Recreational Sports has 
also been developing an open 
house program for the course.
“I have three main goals for 
the open house,” Hecker said. 
“First, I want to increase expo-
sure for the challenge course 
and get people to know it’s 
out there on WKU Ag Farm, 
we have it available to not just 
campus groups but the com-
munity as a whole.”
Hecker said that there are 
many people who come to 
the course who say, “I didn’t 
even know this was here,” 
which she hopes will become 
less common. Because many 
people don’t know the course 
exists, they don’t really know 
what to expect when they hear 
that it is a challenge course.
“Goal number two is to just 
get people up on the zip-line 
and give them a little bit of a 
taste of what we do,” Hecker 
said. “Zip-lining is an option 
and we are going to do a lot of 
walking tours of the facility to 
showcase what we do.”
Hecker’s final goal is to per-
suade groups to go to the chal-
lenge course for trainings and 
team building exercises.
“Whether it’s school groups, 
community groups, corporate 
groups or whoever, we want 
them to come out and enjoy 
the value that the course has 
to offer,” Hecker said.
Hecker estimated that it 
would take about half-an-
hour from the time a person 
steps out of their car to reach 
the bottom of the zip-line. 
Normally, a group would need 
to reserve the course for either 
a half-day or a whole day to 
have access.
Lucas Bartlett, assistant di-
rector of programs for the Of-
fice of Intramural Recreational 
Sports, said that he too hopes 
that people will come out .
“We want to get people out to 
the course to see it and to see 
the things we do because we 
have fun with it,” Bartlett said. 
Bartlett said that the event 
will be laid back and fun.
“It’s not a big, formal thing,” 
Bartlett said. “If you want to 
come out there, our staff will 
be there to answer any ques-
tions you might have.”
The open house is on Sat-
urday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
and on Sunday from 2 p.m. to 
5 p.m. The free event is open 
to anyone age 12 or older, 
though children age 12 to 17 
need to be with a parent or 
guardian who can sign a wa-
ver if they plan to take advan-
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Have an opinion? Tweet us 
@wkuherald or find us on Facebook 
at WKUHerald as well. Let us know 
your thoughts about the editorial, or 









outs Coastal Fever 
sure know how to 
make a debut record. 
Opening up the gate 
with their mini-album 
"Talk Tight," the quin-
tet manage to deliver a 
compact yet powerful 
record with just seven 
songs in its repertoire. 
From the glistening 
Dylan-esque opener “Wither with 
You” to the Americana-meets-punk 
closer “Career,” "Talk Tight" is a prom-
ising debut that refuses to meander.
2. "Untitled Unmastered" by Kend-
rick Lamar:
It’s a testament to the overall prow-
ess of Compton-based rapper Kend-
rick Lamar that he can unexpectedly 
release an odds-and-ends record that 
blows most serious efforts out of the 
water. Though it’s apparent through-
out "Untitled Unmastered" that these 
nameless songs are probably outtakes 
from Lamar’s "To Pimp a Butterfly" 
sessions, the mastery of production 
and lyrical chops demonstrated here 
make you wonder how these songs 
ever missed the cut. All the aspects that 
made "Butterfly" a landmark record 
are present here; jazz-influenced beats 
and socially conscious lyrics combine 
once again to create a record that is 
purely K-Dot. Sure, this batch of songs 
isn't entirely new innovation from La-
mar, but it’s hard to be disappointed 
with a record as good as this one.
3. "Next Thing" by Frankie Cos-
mos: 
New York-based singer-songwriter 
Greta Kline has released more than 
20 records in just a four-year span 
under the moniker Frankie Cosmos. 
If that’s not impressive in itself, Kline 
has somehow managed to keep 
things interesting from fragmented 
release to fragmented release. Usu-
ally opting for lo-fi production and 
short track lengths, Frankie Cosmos 
makes music that has a charming 
lack of focus sharply contrasted by 
a disciplined control over endear-
ing songwriting. On "Next Thing," 
Frankie Cosmos seamlessly transi-
tions from songs about taking pic-
tures of dogs to songs about utter 
alienation. Don’t let the quirkiness 
discourage you; this is a refreshing 
record that warrants a good listen — 
just like her 20 other ones.
new releases
March’s top three
The political left must know itself
BY JOHN WINSTEAD
HERALD.OPINION@WKU.EDU
What is “the left”? 
Consider our con-
temporary politi-
cal terms “left” and 
“right”. We can trace 
their origins to the 
French Revolution, 
when they referred 
to where a person 
sat relative to the 
chair of the presi-
dent of the Estates 
General; monarchists sat on the right, 
and antimonarchist Montagnards and 
Jacobins sat on the left. Accordingly, 
the right is generally associated with 
tradition, incremental change and the 
desirability of natural hierarchy, and 
the left is associated with progress: 
“liberte, egalite, fraternite.” However, 
slogan-level analyses such as these 
risk missing what is really at stake 
when people align themselves with 
one term or the other.
At first glance, analyzing the terms 
yields an answer like this: the left 
stands for equality; the right stands for 
liberty. But this, too, is reductive. 
When we examine clashes that have 
helped define concepts of left-wing or 
right-wing throughout history — the 
French Revolution, American slavery, 
suffrage, Civil Rights movements, an-
ti-imperialist struggles — what we see 
is the left fighting for a more extensive 
scheme of liberties to be extended to 
the lower classes. 
These schemes apply to a diverse 
range of contexts: for serfs to be free 
from their lords, for slaves to be free 
from their masters, for women and 
people of color to be free from the 
private and public dominion of white 
men, for workers to be free of their 
bosses, for underdeveloped countries 
to be free from the imperial yoke, and 
even for animals to be free from an 
agonized life and torturous death. 
Overall, examining history gives the 
distinct impression that the left fights 
for an extension of liberty, not its deg-
radation. This impression is reflected 
in discourse surrounding certain left-
ist movements, including animal lib-
eration and liberation theology.
I consider right-wing politics not the 
privileging of liberty over equality but 
the privileging of some people’s liberty 
over other people’s liberty. I consider 
left-wing politics, on the other hand, 
a politics of emancipation that seeks 
liberty for all.
Conservatism, I argue, is a politics 
of reaction that seeks to undermine 
extensions of liberty due to the threats 
they pose: women will no longer be 
subservient to their husbands, work-
ers will no longer be subservient to 
their bosses, and the totality of the 
lives of every living person will no 
longer be subservient to the forces of 
capital accumulation.
I find this distinction not just be-
tween leftists and conservatives but 
also between leftists and the liberals 
— left-liberals, that is, to distinguish 
them from right-liberals or conserva-
tives. Historical liberal paragons such 
as John Stuart Mill or John Locke were 
loathe to extend their conceptions of 
liberty to so-called “savages,” defend-
ing British imperialism and the geno-
cide of American Indians. 
Leftism, on the other hand, is always 
supportive of self-determination; in-
deed, this quality is one prominent 
distinction between Marxist “scien-
tific socialism” and older “utopian” it-
erations of socialism: those convinced 
only the working class could emanci-
pate the working class.
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"I wish the rule of being vegan was 
the same as the fi rst rule of fi ght 
club." — April 6 10:28 am
"Being in college means you think 
you have your life together for 
about 30 min after you turn in an 
assignment and then you snap back 
to reality and realize you have 4 ex-
ams this week." — April 6 9:30 am
"Are you tired of no money? Can’t 
fi nd a good job? Well now you can 
just pay 8 small payments of $5,000 
and take a couple classes and in no 
time you can fi nd a job and make 
great money *not garunteed*" —
April 6 9:02 am
"is it acceptable to curl up in a ball 
and take a nap in the middle of the 
library? because i’m seriously con-
sidering it" —April 5 7:21 pm
"Interviewer: “So why do you want 
this position?” Me: “Well, I’ve always 
been really passionate about not 
starving”" — April 5 6:50 pm
"College: where you get so stressed 
out you walk across campus crying 
and don’t even care if people see 
you" — April 5 5:49 pm
"I don’t have a nervous system, I am 
a nervous system." — April 5 5:48 pm
"my life’s fi ne I just really want to get 
tapped by a car" — April 5 5:48 pm
"The chain link thing that blocks 
off  chick fi l a, steak and shake, and 
those is open but it’s early! CanI en-





THIS: Info on 
all the latest 
music.
"When you’re happy AF TO FINALLY 
HAVE A C IN MATH" — April 6 3:50 
pm
"*checks bank account* 'oh, thank 
god, only 64 more pay checks until 
I’m out of the negatives'" — April 6 
3:31 pm
"Please don’t get on the elevator 
with your FaceTime/phone call on 
speaker I don’t want to be in on your 
conversation" — April 6 12:47 pm
"I swear to God I’m so done with 
school. My roommate just peed on 
the rug last night because he was 
drunk." — April 6 12:35 pm
Across
1 Diplomat Henry 
__ Lodge
6 Former Ford 
division, briefly
10 “Kindly let us 
know,” on invites
14 Like a noisy 
stadium






19 Lily that’s 
Utah’s state flower
20 Mary __ 
cosmetics
21 Agree silently




26 Weds in secret
27 Kind of football 
kick
30 Prairie dog or 
squirrel
32 Brown photo 
tone
33 Long skirt
34 Carpe __: seize 
the day
37 Hawaii’s Mauna 
__
38 Pool diving area 
... and, literally, 
what the start of 
each answer to a 
starred clue can be
41 Dean’s list fig.





47 Pencil mark 
remover
49 PC memos
50 Say yes (to)
52 Arabian 
Peninsula country
54 Thick fog 
metaphor











66 It’s measured in 
degrees
67 “Why don’t 
we?”
68 “__-dokey!”





3 Squarish, as 
some cars
4 Lummox
5 __ and Tobago: 
West Indies nation
6 “All in the 
Family” spin-off
7 Make a typo, say
8 “Cheers” actor 
Roger
9 Redeemed, as 
casino chips
10 English 






18 2000 Bush 
opponent
23 Pub potable




27 Capital of 
Norway















43 Puts on clothes
46 “Vaya __ Dios”
48 Commotion
49 Actor Jannings
50 Tax deadline 
month
51 Put an end to
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City of Bowling Green
GOLF INSTRUCTOR
Parks & Recreation Department - Golf
Instructs golf through scheduling and conducting youth 
and adult clinics, camps and academies, elementary to high 
school P.E., class instruction and special events that focus 
on teaching and growing the sport. Schedules, promotes, 
and assists with the directing of golf tournaments, outings, 
leagues and high school team play. Requirements: High 
school diploma (or GED) with at least 6 months experience 
in recreation, athletics or related area; knowledge of golf 
and ability to instruct others. Salary: $11.40. Hours: 12-
15 hrs/week typically afternoons, evenings and weekends. 
Interested applicants can apply online www.bgky.org/hr/
jobs or at the computers in the Human Resources 
Department in City Hall, 1001 College Street, 
Bowling Green. 
The City of Bowling Green is an Equal Opportunity 
Employer and Drug Free Workplace.
APPLICATION DEADLINE: Open Until Filled 
END
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ABOVE: Sylvia Ramirez Reyes, 24, of Vera Cruz, Mexico, prepares to bring heifers in to the enclosure for feeding on Saturday at Kenny's Farmhouse Cheese in Austin, Ken-
tucky. Ramirez Reyes works on the farm about 10 hours a day milking, feeding and caring for the cows. 
BELOW: Manuel Tzanahua Zacarias and Sylvia Ramirez Reyes walk down the hill from Kenny’s Cheesehouse farms to their home after fi nishing their afternoon shift on 
Monday. The house they now live in used to belong to the farm owner’s son until he got married and moved four years ago.
Manuel Tzanahua Zacarias, 25, and Sylvia Ramirez Reyes, 24, both from Vera Cruz, Mexico, take a moment to rest while milk-
ing cows on Friday at Kenny’s Farmhouse Cheese in Austin, Kentucky. The couple is responsible for milking over 115 cows 
twice a day. The process takes about three hours. 
Seven years ago, Manuel Tzana-
hua Zacarias, 25, moved to Ken-
tucky from Vera Cruz, Mexico, to
find work. After hearing about the
job from a friend, he came to Ken-
ny’s Farmhouse Cheese in Austin,
Kentucky. 
Three years later, his fiancé, Syl-
via Ramirez Reyes, 24, joined him
in the United States and began
working on the same farm a year
ago. The couple works ten hours
a day feeding, milking, and caring
for the cows as well as performing
general ground maintenance for
the land. 
Manuel has a brother in Ken-
tucky, but the rest of his family
and the entirety of Sylvia’s family
still live in Mexico. They hope to
earn enough money working on
the farm to allow them to return
home within the next two years. 
Photos by Brook Joyner
CASH 
COWS
Manuel Tazanahua Zacarias, 25, of Vera Cruz, Mexico performs ground maintenance 
in the barn where the cows are kept on Saturday morning at Kenny's Farmhouse 
Cheese. 
Sylvia Ramirez Reyes and Manuel Tzanahua Zacarias watch FC Barcelona and 
Atlético Madrid compete in a soccer match from 2015 on Monday in their home 
in Austin, Kentucky. After a long day of work the couple often relaxes by watching 
soccer, telenovelas or the news. 
LIFEWKUHERALD.COM
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» ChiOchella: Check out B3 for a preview of Chi Omega's music 
festival for a good cause. 
Participants of the Walk a Mile in Her Shoes fundraiser walk toward the Hill to start their march on April 5. Many of the participants were men from fraternities and diff er-
ent organizations around campus who came out to help bring attention to sexual assault prevention. KATHRYN ZIESIG/HERALD
IN HER SHOES
‘Walk a Mile’ jolts dialogue on sexual assault 
BY ANDREW HENDERSON
HERALD.FEATURES@WKU.EDU
Distinct sounds of clicking, 
clacking and screeching on the 
pavements surrounding the out-
er parameter of WKU echoed on 
Tuesday as the annual Walk a Mile 
event began.
A sea of red shoes took to the 
sidewalks of WKU as men started 
at Centennial Mall, rounded Helm 
Library and crossed in front of 
Cherry Hall before traveling back 
down the Hill and returning to 
Centennial Mall.
“You all need to move it along a 
little faster,” President Gary Rans-
dell said from the front porch of 
the Craig Administrative Center as 
participants passed by.
WKU’s Sexual Assault Awareness 
Month Planning Committee and 
the Interfraternity Council part-
nered to host the event. Proceeds 
from the event went to Hope Har-
bor, a nonprofit crisis counseling 
center offering services to survi-
vors of sexual assault and their 
families. Proceeds to Hope Harbor 
totaled $1,575.
Alexandria Kennedy, Greek Af-
fairs coordinator, spoke to the 
crowd of roughly 50 participants 
before the event started. Kennedy 
herself is a survivor of sexual as-
sault at college. She said after the 
assault, she began to live in fear.
“I was afraid to say a thing,” Ken-
nedy said.
She said we often think per-
petrators of sexual assault are 
strangers, but her assailant was 
a man she knew. It wasn’t until a 
friend of hers reached out with 
concern that she began seeking 
help.
Kennedy said if, by her speak-
ing to the crowd on Tuesday, peo-
ple were able to put a face to the 
crimes of sexual assault, then the 
experience was worth it. She also 
spoke about the Greek community 
and fraternity men in particular to 
BY EMMA AUSTIN
HERALD.FEATURES@WKU.EDU
Hardin Planetarium is hosting the 
Spring 2016 Science Curiosity Inves-
tigation Camp this week, bringing 
kids into the interactive world of sci-
ence.
Planetarium coordinator Ronn 
Kistler said the goal of SCI Camp is to 
engage kids in informal science edu-
cation both mentally and physically 
through various hands-on activities.
Kistler said one of the week’s activi-
ties involved bottle rockets and find-
ing out what makes flying objects 
defy gravity.
“The idea isn’t just to shoot off 
bottle rockets but to explore them,” 
planetarium director and physics 
professor Richard Gelderman said.
The camp’s goal is to develop 
campers’ curiosity and encourage 
them to ask questions through the 
different interactive projects, Gel-
derman said.
Kistler said they will also be incor-
porating music and rhythm into the 
camp’s activities this week to bring 
the arts into science education.
He said he planned an activity 
where campers will create and use 
basic rhythms to express certain 
qualities of celestial objects.
“The camp is oriented towards 
investigation,” Kistler said. 
“We’re not just going to be lis-
tening and watching, but we’re 
going to get involved and use that in-
volvement to investigate answers to 
questions.”
Kistler said the camp started in 
2013 to give elementary students on 
spring break an opportunity to get 
involved with science outside the 
classroom. Before the camp, Kistler 
said, there weren’t many activities 
Science rules at Hardin Planetarium this week
BY AMBRIEHL CRUTCHFIELD
HERALD.FEATURES@WKU.EDU
A cappella is a form of music per-
formance that uses only the human 
voice as an instrument. All beats and 
harmonies adding depth to the music 
are generated by singers in a unique 
way. On campus, displays of this ar-
tistic prowess come from two groups: 
the TrebleMakers and the RedShirts.
The TrebleMakers and the RedShirts 
will come together this weekend for 
their annual spring concert in the 
Downing Student Union auditorium 
on Sunday. The two a cappella en-
sembles will showcase their harmony 
by covering genres such as Doo-Wop, 
pop and R&B.
The TrebleMakers are a female a 
cappella group on campus who dis-
play their talents by putting a spin 
on popular songs. Treble is the clef in 
which women typically sing, so the 
group’s name is a play on the word 
“troublemakers.”




SEE A CAPELLA PAGE B3
SEE WALK A MILE PAGE B2
Science Curiosity Investigation campers Peyton West, 8, left, and Lukas Harrison, 
9, right, play with balloons with Sara Rastoder, 17, middle, before the start of the 
day on Wednesday at the Hardin Planetarium. JUSTIN GILLIAND/HERALD
SEE SCIENCE RULES PAGE B2
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Gluten-free restaurant Wheatless moves to new location
BY ABBEY TANNER
HERALD.FEATURES@WKU.EDU
Wheatless, Bowling Green’s 
first gluten-free restaurant, re-
located across the street from 
its previous location on March 
10. Although it did not move far, 
there have been several chang-
es made at the new location.
Wheatless is now located at 
801 Campbell Lane. The res-
taurant offers a full dinner 
menu, including gluten-free 
pastas, prime ribs, salmon 
and steaks. Another new fea-
ture is a full-service bar that 
serves gluten-free alcohol.
Originally Wheatless was lo-
cated in Buckhead Square, but it 
is now located on the south side 
of Campbell Lane. At its previ-
ous location, the restaurant’s 
rental agreement prevented it 
from legally serving alcohol.
Co-owner Michael Cowles 
started Wheatless in October of 
2014 with his friend Vedran Kus-
turica. The two met while work-
ing at ALDI. Cowles has several 
friends with celiac disease, an au-
toimmune disease that makes 
a person allergic to gluten and 
wheat, or gluten intolerance.
Kusturica said he and 
Cowles were approached a few 
months ago by their landlord 
with the opportunity of mov-
ing to another location. They 
both agreed the move was vital 
to Wheatless taking the next 
step in its restaurant operation.
The owners had three days 
to move the operation to an-
other location and be up and 
running on the fourth day.
“The next step would be to de-
velop our dinner, bring in alco-
hol and broaden our spectrum 
of customers,” Kusturica said.
Prior to moving, Wheatless 
mainly offered breakfast and 
lunch options. Now it can ap-
peal to more people with a 
broader menu.
“We added two to three dif-
ferent types of steak. We added 
pot roast, fish and other items 
like that,” Kusturica said.
Kusturica went to WKU 
and graduated in 2012 with 
a degree in hospitality man-
agement. He also has a back-
ground in nutrition and auto-
immune diseases.
“I’m one of the few people 
that can actually say I’m doing 
something that I went to school 
for and that makes me really 
happy,” Kusturica said. “When 
it came right down to the res-
taurant business, the education 
that I got helped us out a lot.”
Even during the past few 
weeks, Kusturica and Cowles 
have seen a marked improve-
ment in numbers and cus-
tomer satisfaction.
“It has just been blown out of 
the water,” Kusturica said. “We 
are so happy. The people that 
are coming in are so excited 
with our new menu.”
Kusturica said people with 
food allergies struggle to go 
out to eat with friends who 
don’t share the same allergy. 
However, Wheatless now of-
fers more for everyone.
Regular customers Tammy 
Zuccarell of Bowling Green 
and her 10-year-old son 
Jimmy Zuccarell said Wheat-
less has offered a new conve-
nience for their family.
Jimmy has gluten intoler-
ance, so with the new menu 
options, his mother is able to 
buy him a meal without fear of 
him getting sick.
“I don’t have to hurt or wor-
ry,” Jimmy Zuccarell said of 
Wheatless.
Gary Wallace, a chef at 
Wheatless, said the restaurant 
business has been a journey. 
He has been with Wheatless 
since the beginning and is 
Cowles’ father-in-law.
“All that was, was just four walls 
and a floor,” Wallace said of the 
new location. He said Cowles 
made all the tables and signs and 
decorated everything himself.
Wallace said attendance
numbers in the past few weeks
have increased by a third of
what they were formerly. He
said that with Wheatless being
the first restaurant of its kind
in Bowling Green, it serves
many returning customers.
“We definitely started this on
a shoestring budget, and to go
from that to what we are now
in one and a half years is the
most remarkable thing we’ve
done,” Wallace said.
Customers dine at the new location of Wheatless Bar & Grill on Campbell Lane in Bowling Green on 
Tuesday. Wheatless prides itself on being the city's only gluten-free restaurant. GABRIEL 
SCARLETT/HERALD
going on in the community in the area 
of science.
“We wanted the kids to have somewhere 
fun to go, and where parents felt good 
about sending them,” Gelderman said.
Bowling Green High School senior 
Bryce Phillips, planetarium volunteer, 
is working as a counselor this week at 
SCI Camp.
“A lot of these kids already have a sci-
ence passion, so this is just kind of a 
step to help guide them,” Phillips said.
Phillips said she has enjoyed seeing 
the kids interact with one another and 
learn ways to apply science to daily life.
Kistler said the students, ranging 
from third to sixth grade, still have 
high levels of curiosity, putting them 
at a good age to expand their minds 
through interacting with science.
“They love to get their hands involved 
and to get out and move,” Kistler said.
The planetarium offers free shows 
weekly to the public on Tuesday and 
Thursday nights at 7 p.m. and on Sun-
days at 2 p.m., which Kistler said is a 
part of the planetarium’s focus on in-
formal science education: learning 
that occurs outside the classroom.
The planetarium offers a different 
learning atmosphere because audience 
members go by choice and can engage 
as much as they want to, Kistler said.
The camp also provides hands-on ex-
perience and active involvement. This 
is what separates it from many class-
rooms, where students might become 
jaded by lectures and worksheets.
“An incredibly important part of in-
vestigating is failing, then going back 
to do it again,” Gelderman said. He 
said he hopes the camp will encourage 
kids to be creative in science and teach 




address the “elephant in the room.”
“Many sexual violence crimes are 
perpetrated by fraternity men ... our 
fraternities could be doing a far better 
job to be proactively preventing sexu-
al violence and not just reacting to it 
when something happens,” Kennedy 
said.
Kennedy said having conversations 
about sexual assault can be difficult, 
but Walk a Mile can be the starting 
point for the conversation.
“If you know three women, you likely 
know one who is a survivor of sexual as-
sault. Walk for her today,” Kennedy said.
Elizabeth Madariaga, sexual assault 
services coordinator, spoke after Ken-
nedy. She said sexual violence affects, 
shames, defeats, scares and alienates 
all of us.
“Sexual violence does not have to 
win; perpetrators do not have to win,” 
Madriaga said.
She called upon the greater WKU 
community to start conversations 
about these topics because we’re all 
part of the community here and are all 
responsible. She said it’s on us to put 
on high heels, tennis shoes and boots 
to open up lines of communication to 
talk about sexual violence.
“We have no problems talking about 
that awesome, last-second shot that 
won the entire NCAA tournament last 
night or all of the new emojis that are 
on Facebook ... we talk about all of that, 
so start a conversation today about this 
event, about Sexual Assault Awareness 
Month,” Madariaga said.
After Madariaga finished, the par-
ticipants began their climb up the Hill. 
Some were noticeably struggling more 
than others. Father Mike Williams of St. 
Thomas Aquinas church, however, had 
developed his own strategy for walking 
in heels after participating in the event 
for the last two years.
He said he hasn’t gotten used to 
wearing heels but has gotten smarter. 
He opts for walking off the sidewalk 
and in the grass when he can.
“Then you can bury your heel in the 
ground and it takes the pressure off,” 
Williams said.
As the men walked their way up the 
Hill, they were met with support and 
outstretched hands holding phones 
from bystanders.
“Yeah, I’m in a lot of pain,” one par-
ticipant said as he made his way up the 
Hill in front of Helm Library.
“I’m not sure how graceful I actually 
feel,” another one said.
“Oh God, stairs,” a participant said 
as he was confronted with stairs go-
ing down the Hill in front of Van Meter 
Hall.
Aurora, Illinois, junior Shalane Payne 
said she wasn’t surprised to see a sea 
of men wearing high heels pass her by 
on Tuesday since she knew what Walk 
a Mile was. She said she believes the 
event helps start a dialogue and said 
it was important then men specifically 
were participating.
“I feel like they usually take a step 
back, and it’s usually women talking 
about it even though they are involved 
and they can also help like to stop it,” 
Payne said.
Louisville junior Hunter Heath, IFC 
activities chairman, was one of the or-
ganizers for this year’s Walk a Mile. He 
said this was his first time walking in 
the event.
“At first it’s like, ‘I can’t believe I got 
myself into this.’ Shortly after, it’s fol-
lowed by, ‘Wow, that’s going to be a lot 
farther than I thought.’ And then right 
after that, it kind of sets in — the rea-
sons why you’re here — and that one 
didn’t take much longer to get to,” 
Heath said.
Heath said people might push the 
subject of sexual assault away, and 
Walk a Mile can help create an envi-
ronment where it’s okay to talk about 
the subject and help other members 
of the WKU community to take part in 
the conversation as well.
“We want to rid our campus as a 
whole of gender violence, sexual as-
sault and rape,” Heath said.
WALK A MILE
Continued from LIFE
A loud stampede of men wearing high heels was heard on WKU's campus on 
Tuesday, April 5. 'Walk a Mile in Her Shoes' is a men’s march to raise awareness sur-
rounding sexual assault, rape and gender violence. WESTON KENNEY/HERALD
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  , items already put on hold & sale items on
  sidewalk. Discount may not be combined with any other discount or product markdown.  
That’s an additional 10% off our everyday
 low price of 25% off all of these!
 
We’ll also be offering:
    THE
      GREAT ESCAPE
 TheGreatEscapeOnLine.com
    Sidewalk Sale: 8-5, 25% Off Sale: 8-9
   






50¢ DVDs * 50¢ Comic Books
25¢ Vinyl LPs, 45s & 78s * 50¢ CDs
25¢ Toys, VHS, Cassettes & more!
 
SAT, 4/9
    (Open 2 hours early! Sidewalk sale happens rain or shine; our sidewalk is covered!)   
Near GREENWOOD MALL, by KROGER




       
   
At The Great Escape Bowling Green:
Also: 35% OFF all Back Issue
Comics, used Graphic Novels,
Trade Paperbacks & Hardcovers*!
    Th GreatEscapeOnLine.com
Dr. Audrey Anton 
Philosophy and Religion - Teaching Award 
Dr. John Baker 
Professional Studies - Student Advisement Award 
Dr. LeAnne Coder 
Management - Student Advisement Award 
Dr. Patricia Desrosiers 
Social Work - Public Service Award  
Dr. Richard Gelderman 
Physics and Astronomy - Public Service Award 
Dr. Gary Houchens 
Educaonal Administraon, Leadership, and Research 
Student Advisement Award  
Dr. Jarre Johnson 
Biology - Research/Creavity Award 
Dr. Pamela Jukes 
Teacher Educaon - Public Service Award  
Dr. Molly Kerby 
Diversity & Community Studies - Public Service Award 
Dr. David LeNoir 
English - Student Advisement Award 
Dr. Hope Marchionda 
Mathemacs - Teaching Award  
Ms. Sandra McClain 
Social Work - Part-Time Instructor Award  
Dr. Patricia Minter 
History - Public Service Award 
Dr. April Murphy 
Social Work - Student Advisement Award 
Dr. Timothy Rich 
Polical Science - Research/Creavity Award 
Dr. Ajay Srivastava 
Biology - Student Advisement Award 
Dr. Brian Strow 
Economics - Public Service Award 
Dr. Janet Tassell 
Teacher Educaon - Teaching Award 
Dr. Dennis Wilson 
Economics - Teaching Award 
Dr. Jie Zhang 
Educaonal Administraon, Leadership, and Research 
Research/Creavity Award  
Dr. David Zimmer 
Economics - Research/Creavity Award 
The Graduate School 
Congratulates Graduate Faculty 
members receiving 2016 Faculty Awards! 
Chi Omega to host Coachella-themed philanthropy event
BY KALEE CHISM 
HERALD.FEATURES@WKU.EDU
Music festivals pop up left 
and right during the spring; 
this year, WKU’s Chi Omega 
sorority is hosting a music 
festival for a good cause.
The Chi Os are hosting their 
first-ever ChiOchella, a music 
festival-themed philanthropy 
event based on the popular 
music festival Coachella.
“ChiOchella is a music 
festival Chi Omega is host-
ing to benefit the Make-A-
Wish Foundation,” Louisville 
sophomore Anna Lawson, 
co-chairwoman of auditions 
and lineup, said. “We are real-
ly excited because this is our 
first year doing it. Hopefully 
we can raise some money for 
Make-A-Wish and have a re-
ally fun event for everyone at 
the same time.”
This event comes as a first-
time philanthropy function 
for the Chi Os thanks to an 
idea from a member.
“One of our sisters, Isabel 
Gott, had the idea to have a 
fun music festival to show-
case WKU’s talent,” Chi O 
President Miranda Holcomb, 
Georgetown sophomore, said.
Louisville sophomore Man-
die Shircliff, the Chi Os’ ChiO-
chella chair, said a chapter 
of the sorority in Texas holds 
a similar event and inspired 
WKU’s chapter to try it. 
Shircliff said her chapter was 
interested in starting new, 
unique philanthropy events 
this year and hopes to contin-
ue ChiOchella in the future.
“We are putting a lot on 
the line with it being our first 
year, so we hope it pays off,” 
Shircliff said.
The event’s goal is to raise 
money for the Make-A-Wish 
Foundation, Chi Omega’s 
philanthropy.
“We are hoping to find a 
local child to sponsor and 
get to know within the year,” 
Shircliff said.
The lineup was formalized 
by a committee formed with-
in the sorority and includes 
bands such as Wilder, Hea-
then Sons, Noble Giants, Tori 
Lynch and Maddi Will.
“I was in charge of contact-
ing bands and making the 
lineup, so my favorite part 
was listening to the bands 
and getting to hear some re-
ally great music that I proba-
bly wouldn't have otherwise,” 
Lawson said.
Shircliff said the best part 
was seeing members getting 
involved to put on the new 
event.
“The best part was seeing 
how many Chi Os came to-
gether to help me. I had about 
35 girls say they wanted a part 
in it, and they have all con-
tributed a great amount. It is 
fun watching all of the plans 
come together,” Shircliff said.
One of the biggest differenc-
es between ChiOchella and 
other philanthropy events 
on campus is that its lineup 
strives to showcase talent in 
the WKU community.
“We want as much diversity 
as we can,” Holcomb said. 
“We want this to be a fun 
event where students are able 
to enjoy great music, good 
company and, of course, 
food.”
Lawson said students can 
get involved just by attending 
the event. Ticket prices start 
at $5 for presale and $8 at the 
gate. At time of publication it 
was announced ChiOchella 
had been moved to Saturday 
at noon, according to their 
Twitter.
joy the popular songs but also [enjoy] 
a new way of listening to it through 
a cappella,” TrebleMaker sophomore 
Cathryn Ellis of Danville said.
The RedShirts are a male a cap-
pella group that originally went by 
the name Hilltoppers. In the 1950s, 
the Hilltoppers were a group of WKU 
men who were known nationally for 
their Billboard Top 100 hits, accord-
ing to Lexington junior Gavin Knies, 
RedShirts public relations chairman.
“Our goal for the longest time is to 
spread the power and the love of mu-
sic through harmony. That’s what we 
do, and we just want to spread hap-
piness through everyone, and we can 
uplift others and ourselves through 
our songs,” Goodlettsville, Tennessee 
senior Tyler McDuffee, booking man-
ager for the RedShirts, said.
McDuffee said harmony is essential 
musically and socially so that various 
components can exist together with-
out overpowering each other.
In a cappella, voices can be dis-
played without being overshadowed 
by beats.
Members of both the TrebleMakers 
and RedShirts said they enjoy a cap-
pella because of the freedom it gives 
them to create and perform songs as 
a group.
“I really love being a part of the Tre-
bleMakers. I love spending time with 
the girls in the group. [It’s a] fun hour 
of practice because we can forget 
about [the] stress of school and sing,” 
Ellis said.
The RedShirts will showcase their 
group dynamic at the event while 
singing Vanessa Carlton’s “A Thou-
sand Miles.”
Although the groups will not be 
performing together, they remain 
in harmony by having social events 
and by booking the same shows. The 
groups travel statewide and perform 
for choirs to help show that there are 
music opportunities beyond high 
school.
The groups will often have a ques-
tion and answering part of their edu-
cational visits to inspire high school
students to audition for the ensem-
bles if they attend WKU.
Those who attend the show should
expect to hear throwbacks from the
Hilltoppers, Alicia Keys, Adele and
many others.
The RedShirts and TrebleMakers’
spring concert will be on Sunday
from 3 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. in Van Meter
Auditorium. The cost is $7 for general
admission and $5 for those with a
valid WKU student ID.
A CAPELLA
Continued from LIFE
cartoon by jennifer king
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SUMMER
MEAL  PLANS
                 2016
Sign up at the ID Center in DSU 2125. Meal Plans must be paid in full at the time of purchase. 
Go to www.wku.edu/wkurg for more information.
10 block meals + $75 MPD $140
20 block meals + $100 MPD $230
50 block meals + $50 MPD $375
100 block meals + $50 MPD $700
140 block meals + $50 MPD $960
175 block meals $1130
Block Meal Plans -                                   
Great for students attending anytime during the summer! 
All Summer Meal Plans are valid between
May 16 - August 11
BASEBALL
Big fourth inning propels Hilltoppers past Aces
BY SAM PORTER
HERALD.SPORTS@WKU.EDU
The WKU baseball team 
hosted the University of 
Evansville Tuesday in a Con-
ference USA and Mountain 
Valley Conference showdown.
The Hilltoppers defeated 
the Aces by a final score of 6-5 
thanks to a five-run inning in 
the bottom of the fourth. The 
win improves the Toppers to 
17-11 and drops the Aces to 
15-12 overall.
“It feels great to get this mid-
week win. The last two weeks 
have been a struggle for us,” 
junior pitcher Cody Coll said 
after the game. “It wasn’t the 
prettiest game, but we got it 
done. That’s all that matters.”
After Coll and Evansville’s 
Austin Allinger pitched three 
scoreless innings, the Aces got 
on the board in the top of the 
fourth. Evansville’s Jeff Chris-
ten doubled to left field to 
bring home Korbin Williams 
for the opening run.
However, the Toppers an-
swered with a huge inning in 
the bottom of the fourth.
Sophomore outfielder Kaleb 
Duckworth roped a double 
deep into left field to score se-
nior infielder Danny Hudzina 
and redshirt junior outfielder 
Zach Janes, giving the Toppers 
their first lead.
Soon after, junior outfielder 
Paul Murray scored redshirt 
sophomore first basemen 
Harrison Scanlon to put the 
Toppers ahead 3-1.
With Murray on third base, 
Allinger threw a wild pitch 
that allowed Murray to sneak 
home to push the lead to 4-1. 
Sophomore infielder Steven 
Kraft’s RBI double brought in 
junior catcher Hunter Wood to 
cap off a five-run inning.
“There’s nothing better than 
that as a pitcher,” Coll said. “I 
couldn’t get a few across the first 
few innings, and I got in a few 
jams. I knew they would come 
along like they always do." 
The Aces came back in 
the bottom of the fifth. After 
Evansville’s Boomer Snyek’s 
sacrifice fly to cut the lead to 
5-2, Jonathan Ramon hit a 
solo home run to cut the lead 
to two runs. Afterwards, fresh-
man Evan Acosta came in to 
pitch for Coll.
“Cody did a great job for us 
today,” Head Coach John Paw-
lowski said. “We were hoping 
to get five innings out of him, 
and we did. Then we turned it 
over to the bullpen.”
After the two teams traded 
runs in the sixth inning, the 
Aces dug even closer. Ramon’s 
sacrifice scored Snyek to cut 
the lead to 6-5 going into the 
bottom of the seventh inning.
Finally, senior pitcher John 
Harman and redshirt junior 
pitcher Jackson Sowell came 
in to finish the Aces off. The 
two pitchers each pitched one 
scoreless inning to give the 
Toppers the 6-5 victory.
“We’ve been hoping for John 
Harman to step up, and he did 
tonight,” Pawlowski said. “He 
did a great job then turned it 
over to Jackson Sowell in the 
final inning."
Coll got his first victory of the 
season on the mound to im-
prove to 1-2.
“It's been tough for Cody,” 
Pawlowski said about Coll’s 
season. "He did a great job to-
night helping us get the win
against a really good offensive
ball club.”
The Toppers improve to 17-
11(5-4 C-USA) and will host
Louisiana Tech (15-9, 4-5 C-
USA) this weekend for a three-
game C-USA series.
WKU redshirt junior Ty Hogan (17) hits a foul ball during the game 
against SUNY Albany at Nick Denes Field on March 12. WKU beat 
Albany 12-2. MATT LUNSFORD/HERALD
SOFTBALL
WKU softball to take on MTSU in three-game series
BY HUNTER FRINT
HERALD.SPORTS@WKU.EDU
The Lady Toppers will have 
the home advantage against 
Middle Tennessee State Uni-
versity this weekend after five 
away games.
Prior to its upcoming se-
ries, the team traveled to Hat-
tiesburg, Mississippi, to play 
against Southern Mississippi 
in a three-game series, which 
it dropped to the home team.
The Lady Toppers took two 
losses, 3-2 in the first game and 
5-4 in the last game. The team 
had one win on the weekend 
with a final score of 4-0. 
“I think that we got better,” 
Head Coach Amy Tudor said. 
“The pitching definitely im-
proved, and we had a lot of hits, 
but it didn’t all fall together.”
The three-game series this 
weekend will add to MTSU’s 
away-game trend. The Blue 
Raiders will travel to Bowling 
Green after road trips to Or-
angeburg, South Carolina, on 
Tuesday and to Chattanooga, 
Tennessee, on Wednesday.
“I think it’ll be a fun game 
to watch,” Tudor said. “I feel 
like their offense is their big-
gest asset and, you know, we 
just need to match that. And 
we need to be steady in the 
circle.”
MTSU players to watch in-
clude senior pitcher Kelci 
Cheney, senior outfielder Carlie 
Jenkins and junior pitcher Me-
gan Chocallo. Cheney recently 
pitched a shut-out against rival 
Tennessee State University on 
March 30.
On March 28, Jenkins was 
awarded Conference USA Co-
Player of the Week, and Cho-
callo was named Co-Pitcher 
of the Week.
WKU has a few players to 
combat those threats this 
weekend. One player is soph-
omore pitcher Hannah Parker 
who recently pitched a one-
hitter against Southern Mis-
sissippi.
The first two games of the 
three-game series this week-
end will take place at the WKU 
Softball Complex on Saturday, 
at 1 p.m. and 3 p.m. The third 
game will be on Sunday at 12 
p.m.
Sophomore utility player Jordan Mauch (19) pats sophomore 
infi elder Carleigh Chaumont (22) after Chaumont hit a home run 
and brought the Lady Toppers' lead to 4-2 in the fi rst game of 
their doubleheader against Florida International Saturday, March 
19. JUSTIN GILLILAND/HERALD
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MEN'S BASKETBALL
Hilltoppers look to rebuild with off season recruiting 
BY MATTHEW STEWART
 HERALD.SPORTS@WKU.EDU
Now that the college basketball season 
is officially over and the Wildcats of Villa-
nova have taken home the NCAA Cham-
pionship trophy, coaches across the 
country are back on the recruiting trail.
The WKU coaching staff will now be 
placing more emphasis on recruiting 
and rebuilding than ever before.
New Head Coach Rick Stansbury 
knows he has quite a void to fill.
The WKU men’s basketball team 
will be losing three players to gradu-
ation and another three players who 
are no longer with the program after 
their suspensions and departure from 
WKU.
The nonreturning players played a 
major role in the success of the team, 
contributing 58.2 points per game. 
That’s 76 percent of the team’ s total of-
fense out the door.
Stansbury knows the current team is 
full of post players but is devoid of any 
scholarship guards. The only guards 
on the roster are sophomore walk-ons 
Dylan Sanford and Keifer Dalton.
With an empty backcourt and a ma-
jor loss in offensive production, the 
coaching staff knows they need a few 
talented players and scorers to get 
back to winning ways.
WKU has had their eye on a big 
shooting guard that could fill the void 
left in the backcourt.
Ryan Skovranko is a 6-foot-7-inch 
shooting guard from the Community 
College of Beaver County just outside 
Pittsburgh.
Skovranko is an impressive player in 
the eyes of more than just WKU. At one 
point, fellow Pennsylvania native John 
Calipari of the University of Kentucky 
had his eye on the two-guard.
Skovranko averaged 17.7 points per 
game while shooting 48 percent from 
the field at the Commuity College of 
Beaver County. He also managed to 
pull in 5.9 rebounds per game.
Chris Cheeks, who previously was an 
assistant at Delaware, is now on Stans-
bury’s staff and has already visited 
Skovranko.
According to Skovranko’s Twitter ac-
count, other schools, including the 
University of Memphis, the University 
of Nebraska and Arizona State Univer-
sity, have contacted the star as well.
If the Toppers could land a guard 
of this size, there is potential for 
Skovranko to be an immediate con-
tributor on both ends of the floor.
WKU currently has only one com-
mitted player. Three-star point guard 
TJ Howard will be looking to take over 
as floor general for the Hilltoppers.
The 6-foot-1-inch guard from DME 
Academy in Florida maintained his 
commitment to the Hilltoppers de-
spite the resignation of former Head 
Coach Ray Harper and the hiring of 
Stansbury.
For the Class of 2017, which is a little 
farther down the road for the Toppers, 
the program is considering one local 
prospect.
Tavin Lovan is a 6-foot-4-inch shoot-
ing guard from Franklin Simpson High 
School in Franklin. Lovan plays for the 
Kentucky Travelers, which is the same 
AAU team current sophomore forward 
Justin Johnson played for.
The task at hand is tough for any
coach. Stansbury has a history of land-
ing top-tier recruits, and he should be 
successful in his attempts to replace an 
entire backcourt.
Be sure to check the Herald for up-
dates on the recruiting status of these 
players and on when Stansbury lands 
the next Hilltopper for the future.
"The injury definitely impacted me a 
lot,” Duckworth said about his injury. 
“I have had to put a ton of work in re-
hab to get my shoulder back to where 
it needed to be. You put in all that work 
for your sport over time and you don’t 
want to see it go to waste.”
So far in 2016, Duckworth has proven 
the shoulder injury hasn’t held him 
back.
Through 28 games this season, 
Duckworth currently leads the Hill-
toppers with three home runs. He’s 
also second on the team in hits (40) 
and batting average (.381), trailing 
only senior infielder Danny Hudzina 
who is currently tied for first in the na-
tion in hits (53).
“One of the things that Duck does 
a great job of is that he’s willing to 
learn,” Head Coach John Pawlowski 
said about the sophomore. “That’s the 
biggest attribute he has. He’s big, he’s 
strong, and he’s physical. He just needs 
to continue to play at a high level. I 
think hitting behind Danny Hudzina 
helps him in so many ways. He learns 
from watching Danny hit.”
WKU is currently 17-11 overall on the 
season, but the Henderson County na-
tive wants the program to strive for top 
honors this season.
“First of all, we have to make the 
tournament,” Duckworth said about 
his team’s goals. “Last year we didn’t 
make it and that was disappointing. 
Everyone on this team wants to play 
postseason ball and that’s our first 
goal.”
With the Hilltoppers losing Hudzina 
to graduation, Duckworth will be ex-
pected to fill the role as hitting third in 
the Hilltoppers lineup.
After the 2016 season is over, Duck-
worth will travel to Cape Cod, Mas-
sachusetts, to play in the Cape Cod 
Baseball League.
The CCBL is a collegiate summer 
baseball league that has accompanied 
many future MLB players during their 
college years. The league is also provid-
ed financial support by the MLB.
“I think physically he has the skill 
set,” Pawlowski said about the pos-
sibility of Duckworth playing at the 
next level. “He’s a young hitter learning 
how to play at a high level. Next year 
with Danny being gone, all of a sud-
den Duck becomes the guy. Danny has 
handled that well and Duck will have 
to handle that next year. He’s going to 
be one of those guys that teams are 
going to mark and circle before each 
game.”
The Hilltoppers who are fourth in the 
conference standings host Louisiana 
Tech, who is currently sixth in Confer-
ence USA, for a three game series this 
weekend.
With the season passing its half-
way point, the Hilltoppers are gearing 
up for conference play deep in their 
schedule. For Duckworth, he will con-
tinue to stay the course and do what-
ever is necessary for the team.
“I just want to help this team win,” 
Duckworth said. “That’s it.”
BASEBALL
Continued from SPORTS
Redshirt senior guard Aaron Cosby (2) collides with UAB forward Chris Cokley (3) 
during the quarterfi nals of the C-USA tournament Thursday, March 10, at Legacy 
Arena in Birmingham, Ala. MATT CLARK/HERALD
position. Incoming freshman 
T.J. Howard from Lithonia, 
Georgia, is a three-star prospect 
according to scout.com.
The much-anticipated ar-
rival of University of Tennes-
see transfer Jabari McGhee to 
the hardwood will also come 
in the fall.
The guard was previously 
praised by former Head Coach 
Ray Harper and will fill a need 
at the two-guard position, 
standing at 6-foot 7-inches 
and weighing 215 pounds.
However, that’s just two 
guards. In order to make a 
deep run in the postseason, 
a team has to have reliable 
depth at the guard position.
To add even more pressure 
to the situation, the program 
needs to fill out its guard posi-
tion very quickly before play-
ers still on the current roster 
decide to transfer away from 
the team to more promising 
situations.
It’s not going to be an easy 
task for the program to climb 
out of this major hole, but 
starting from the bottom is 
not a totally horrible way to 
rebuild a basketball team.
Stansbury is going to be able 
to start with his kind of guards 
who will be very experienced 
by the time they are upper-
classmen.
It needs to be understood 
that the losses of these players 
are significant and fans need 
to be even more patient with 
the rebuilding process.
It may take three to four sea-
sons before fans see th pro-
gram back to its true former 
glory.
But with the current circum-
stances, a complete fresh start 




head and assistant coach at Lake Worth 
High School and Olympic Heights 
High since 2012.
The main focus of this year’s offen-
sive line in spring practice has been to 
get the younger linemen in shape and 
build them up to the standard that Cal-
laway did.
Many of the younger guys have been 
improving like redshirt freshman Miles 
Pate, redshirt junior Jimmie Simms 
and redshirt sophomore Scott Liebert.
Ray also added that redshirt sopho-
more Dennis Edwards, redshirt fresh-
man Tyler Camp and redshirt freshman 
R.J. Scaife to that list of improving line-
men. Ray is also ready to get them in-
volved in the system.
“Coach Brohm talks about it every 
day; we have a veteran o-line,” Ray said. 
“We’re just helping to get the younger 
guys in the playbooks and perfecting 
their crafts and techniques.”
Last season’s unit was dependable, 
but this season’s line is expected to be 
improved and it will need to be.
The big men struggled a bit in battles 
with SEC foes Vanderbilt and LSU, and 
expectedly so, but the toughest task 
comes when WKU travels to Tuscalo-
osa in the fall to take on arguably the 
best defensive line in the country in 
the University of Alabama.
Former quarterback Brandon 
Doughty is arguably the reason that 
the offensive line is so crucial to this 
offense’s success.
His departure has left a huge void 
in offensive production, and the line-
men will be influential in keeping the 
rhythm going.
Returning at tailback is redshirt soph-
omore D’Andre Ferby, and redshirt se-
niors Anthony “Ace” Wales and Leon 
Allen who will work alongside senior 
wide receiver Taywan Taylor, senior 
Nicholas Norris and junior Nacarius 
Fant to keep the offensive rhythm go-
ing as well.
With the quarterback situation like-
ly to remain a question until around 
opening weekend, the linemen are 
working to build good chemistry with 
the men they are obligated to protect.
“I don’t get to watch [the quarter-
backs] much, but they’ve been doing 
well as far as the leadership stuff goes,” 
Lamp said. “They’re getting more com-
fortable. Obviously Brandon [Dough-
ty] was here for two or three years and 
it’s hard for those guys to step in and 
be as good of a leader as he was, but 
they’re coming along and being vocal. 
They’re doing well.”
Assuming good health, the starting
offensive front from last year’s Miami 
Beach Bowl championship squad will 
trot out as onto Jimmy Feix Field on Sept. 
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» Baseball: The Hilltoppers defeated 
the University of Evansville 6-5 on 
Tuesday night. See B4.
BASEBALL
The past week has 
been a sigh of relief 
from bad news for 
fans of Hilltopper bas-
ketball with the hiring 
of Rick Stansbury as 
head coach.
Well, so much for 
that.
In a statement from 
WKU Athletic Director 
Todd Stewart on Tues-
day afternoon it was announced that 
junior guard Fredrick Edmond and 
freshman guards Chris McNeal and 
Marlon Hunter are no longer enrolled 
at the university.
These three players were all previ-
ously suspended from the team after 
the results of a University Disciplinary 
Committee hearing which took place 
on March 16.
It has been understood for the past 
couple of weeks that these players 
might not return to the program at all. 
However, it is now official and Stans-
bury’s Toppers will face a major uphill 
climb without a single scholarship 
guard left on the roster.
While the questions of how the pro-
gram will rebuild the guard position 
are important to answer, questions 
pertaining to the lives of the people 
involved with this unfortunate cir-
cumstance are just as important.
These questions cannot be an-
swered right now by WKU, as federal 
law prevents the university from pub-
lic discussion of any details related to 
student disciplinary cases.
At the end of the day, something se-
rious obviously happened. Three for-
mer students had their lives changed 
and a good man had to resign from his 
job at WKU as a result. 
With the current situation, WKU 
fans are left wondering: where do the 
Toppers go from here?
For starters, Stansbury is going to 
have to recruit like he has never re-
cruited before, and not just in the area 
of high school athletes.
Tapping into the junior college tal-
ent pool is a great choice to get expe-
rienced college players into the pro-
gram that can play right away.
Thankfully, there is some help 
already on the way at the guard 






Sophomore outfi elder Kaleb Duckworth (13) swings at pitch during the Hilltoppers’ 17-0 loss to the University of Louisville Tues-
day, March 29, at Nick Denes Field. Duckworth was at base twice with one hit and struck out once. SHABAN ATHUMAN/HERALD
mighty 
duckworth
BY SAM PORTER 
HERALD.SPORTS@WKU.EDU
After a stellar career at nearby Hen-
derson County High School, sopho-
more outfielder Kaleb Duckworth 
looks to have similar success at WKU.
As a senior in high school, Duck-
worth finished with a .447 batting aver-
age, 40 runs scored, stole 38 bases and 
had 35 RBIs. His performance earned 
him All-State honors for the second 
straight season and also earned him 
Mr. Baseball in the state of Kentucky 
along with the Gatorade Player of the 
Year award in the state.
However, Duckworth already had 
his mind made up before his senior 
campaign. Duckworth committed to 
continue his baseball career at WKU 
after his junior season.
“Western Kentucky was the first 
school that contacted me,” Duck-
worth said. “I really liked the coaches 
and I knew I would get the chance to 
play and contribute right away.”
And contribute right away he did.
As a true freshman, Duckworth was 
the Hilltopper’s opening day starter in 
left field and only committed one er-
ror defensively in the outfield over the 
entire season.
In just his second game of his ca-
reer, Duckworth got his first career hit: 
a home run against Evansville.  The 
rookie also batted .295 with five home 
runs overall on the year, including a 
huge three-run homer in a win against 
the University of Kentucky.
“Overall, he’s a quiet dude and takes 
care of business,” junior outfielder 
Paul Murray said about Duckworth. 
“Sometimes he’ll make a comment 
or two in the locker room, but for the 
most part he lets his play do the talk-
ing. He’s a real grinder.
Duckworth’s freshman performance 
put him well in contention for Confer-
ence-USA rookie of the year. However, 
a shoulder injury kept him out of the 
lineup for the final month of the sea-
son. The Hilltoppers finished the sea-
son 24-28 (10-19 C-USA) and missed 
the C-USA tournament.
Kentucky native continues standout sophomore season
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When spring practice began on the 
Hill on March 21, there were plenty 
of storylines to follow — a wide-open 
quarterback race, a loaded backfield, 
flashy athletes on the perimeter, a few 
new coaches and an intriguing defen-
sive unit.
But one storyline that has received 
little attention is the offensive line. The 
Hilltoppers return all five starters from 
a season ago and will be relied on heav-
ily for Head Coach Jeff Brohm’s offense 
to remain at a high level.
“I think the line’s done really well. 
Coach Brohm gave us the compliments 
during the scrimmage,” rising redshirt 
senior left tackle Forrest Lamp said. 
“We all came back from last year — we 
have about eight guys who’ve played to-
gether before. We’ve all molded togeth-
er well for the past couple years and we 
know what we’re doing.”
The starting offensive line from a year 
ago looked like this: Lamp at left tackle, 
rising redshirt junior Brandon Ray at 
left guard, rising redshirt senior Max 
Halpin at center, rising redshirt sopho-
more Dennis Edwards at right guard 
and rising redshirt senior Darrell Wil-
liams Jr. at right tackle.
Redshirt senior Joe Manley also made 
two starts last year as well.
The one staple amongst the offensive 
line from a year ago that will not be re-
turning next season is offensive line 
coach Neil Callaway. Callaway will be 
joining former offensive coordinator 
Tyson Helton at USC to the same posi-
tion.
Brohm replaced Callaway with Dale 
Williams who worked with Brohm in 
2009 at FAU. Williams has worked as 
FOOTBALL
Off ensive line leads Hilltoppers though spring practice
The WKU football team practices in Smith Stadium on March 23. Spring practices 
feature action from 11 returning starters from last year's conference champion-
ship and bowl game winning team. GABRIEL SCARLETT/HERALD
JOHN
REECER
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